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ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper, we present a multiresolution approach for the inspection of local 

defects embedded in homogeneously textured surfaces.  It is based on an efficient 

image restoration scheme using the wavelet transforms. By properly selecting the 

smooth subimage or the combination of detail subimages at different resolution levels 

for image reconstruction, the global repetitive texture pattern can be effectively 

removed and only local anomalies are preserved in the restored image. A wavelet 

band selection procedure is developed to automatically determine the best 

reconstruction parameters based on the energy distribution of wavelet coefficients.  

Experimental results show that the decomposed subimages and the number of 

resolution levels determined by the automatic band selection scheme are similar to the 

manual selection results, and the defects in a variety of real textures including 

machined surfaces, natural wood, sandpaper and textile fabrics are well detected. 

 

Keywords: Surface inspection, Defect detection, Textured image, Wavelet transform,  

         Band selection  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

    Image analysis techniques are being increasingly used to automate the detection 

of defects in complicated material surfaces.  In this study, we propose a wavelet 

reconstruction scheme for automatic surface inspection. In automatic surface 

inspection, one has to solve the problem of detecting small surface defects that 

locally break the homogeneity of a texture pattern.  Most of the defect detection 

algorithms tackle the problem by extracting a set of textural features using 

co-occurrence matrix approaches, the Fourier transform, the Gabor transform and 

the wavelet transform.  Co-occurrence matrix methods have been a popular spatial 

domain approach for texture analysis.  A survey of co-occurrence matrix methods 

can be found in Siew and Hodgson [1].  They were applied to the inspection of 

wood [2], and machined-surface roughness [3]. 

 

 Fourier-based methods characterize the spatial-frequency distribution of 

textured images, but they do not consider the information in the spatial domain and 

may ignore local deviations.  Liu and Jernigan [4] reviewed a set of 28 textural 

features extracted from the Fourier spectra.  The reported applications of 

spatial-frequency methods in texture analysis are mainly limited to texture 

classification and segmentation [5-7].  Gabor filters [8] have been well recognized 

as a joint spatial/spatial-frequency representation for analyzing textured images that 

contain highly specific frequency and orientation characteristics.  Gabor-filter 

based methods were successfully applied to texture segmentation [9-12], and 

inspection [13, 14].  Gabor filtering methods are very computational expensive 

since the 2D convolution between the image and filter must be carried out in a 

sliding window throughout the entire image.  In addition, the design of optimal 
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Gabor filters [15, 16] is a very complicated task.  Human intervention is generally 

required to assist in selecting the best filter parameter values of orientation, 

frequency and Gaussian scale. 

 

 In the recent past, wavelet transforms have been a popular alternative for the 

extraction of textural features.  The 2D wavelet transform was defined by Lemarie 

and Meyer [17], and the use of wavelets for texture analysis was pioneered by 

Mallat [18].  Textural features extracted from wavelet-decomposed images were 

widely used for texture classification and segmentation [19-21].  Lambert and Bock 

[22] derived a feature vector from the coefficients of wavelet packet decomposition.  

Neural network and Bayes classifiers are then used to evaluate the feature vector for 

texture defect detection.  Amet et al. [23] presented a defect detection algorithm 

based on the wavelet decomposition of images. Statistical features are extracted 

from the subband images using co-occurrence matrix techniques. 

 

 Song et al. [24] surveyed texture defect detection methods in global and local 

categories.  Song et al. [25, 26] studied surface inspection on random macro 

textures and, in particular, marble and granite surfaces that contain highly irregular 

textures.  They proposed a two-stage chromatic-structural approach.  The first 

stage uses a histogram-based color clustering scheme to segment a color image into 

different color classes.  The second stage then extracts structural features by blob 

analysis from each chromatic class separated in the first stage.  The Bayes classifier 

and the Mahalanobis distance are respectively applied to identify color and blob 

defects.   

 

The texture analysis methods aforementioned are generally based on the 
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extraction of textural features in the spatial and spectral domains. Textures that are 

characterized by a vector of multiple features result in high dimensionality.  This 

calls for sophisticated classifiers such as Bayes [27], maximum likelihood [28], and 

neural network [29] to discriminate textural variations.  Besides high-dimensional 

feature spaces, the most difficult task of the feature-extraction approach is to choose 

adequate textural features which can sufficiently represent the uniqueness of the 

texture in the image.  A set of features that is an optimal representation of a 

specific texture could be completely useless for other texture patterns.   

 

In this paper, we propose an image reconstruction approach based on the 

analysis and synthesis wavelet transforms for inspecting surface defects embedded 

in homogeneous structural and statistical textures.  It does not rely on textural 

features to detect local anomalies, and alleviates all limitations of feature-extraction 

methods.  For one level of standard wavelet decomposition, we obtain one smooth 

subimage which is a coarse approximation of the original image, and three detail 

subimages which contain fine structures in horizontal, vertical and diagonal 

orientations.  With proper selection of a smooth subimage or the combination of 

detail subimages at different multiresolution levels for image reconstruction, the 

global repetitive texture pattern can be effectively removed and only local anomalies 

are preserved in the restored image. A simple binary thresholding is therefore used 

to separate the defective regions from the uniform gray-level background in the 

restored image.  The efficacy of the wavelet reconstruction scheme depends on the 

number of resolution levels and the decomposed subimages selected for 

reconstruction.  In this study, we develop a wavelet band selection procedure that 

can automatically determine the number of resolution levels and decomposed 

subimages for the best discrimination of defects and removals of repetitive texture 
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patterns in the image.  This eliminates human intervention for the choice of best 

reconstruction parameters.  The selection criteria for image reconstruction are 

based on the energy distributions of the wavelet coefficients in all decomposed 

subimages at different multiresolution levels.       

 

    This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 first discusses briefly the effect of 

varied wavelet band selections on image reconstruction for both structural and 

statistical textures.  The energy distributions of wavelet coefficients derived from the 

wavelet decomposition are then discussed for the choice of the number of resolution 

levels and the decomposed subimages.  Section 3 presents the experimental results 

from a variety of structural and statistical textures.  This paper is concluded in 

Section 4. 

 

2. WAVELET RECONSTRUCTION AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS 

 

2.1 The Effect of Band Selection on Image Reconstruction 

 

    Let ),( yxf  be the input image of size NM × . One level of wavelet 

decomposition on ),( yxf  results in four subimages: one smooth subimages 

),( '' yxf LL , which represents the coarse approximation of the image, and three detail 

subimages ),( '' yxf LH , ),( '' yxf HL , and ),( '' yxf HH , which represent the 

horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions of the image, respectively.  Further, let 

),()( yxf j
LL  represent the smooth subimage at resolution level j , and 

),(),()0( yxfyxf LL = , which is the original image.  Then the decomposition of 

),()( yxf j
LL  results in four subimages ),( '')1( yxf j

LL
+ , ),( '')1( yxf j

LH
+ , ),( '')1( yxf j

HL
+ , 
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and ),( '')1( yxf j
HH

+  at resolution level 1+j , each of size 11 22 ++
× jj

NM . The pyramid 

decomposition algorithm for ),()( yxf j
LL , ),()( yxf j

LH , ),()( yxf j
HL  and ),()( yxf j

HH  can 

be found in reference [18]. 

 

    The inverse 2D wavelet transform for image reconstruction can be also 

implemented using a backward 2D pyramid algorithm [18]. In the application of 

wavelet reconstruction for defect detection, we do not want to perfectly restore the 

textured image.  Rather, our goal is to eliminate all regular, repetitive texture patterns 

in the restored image by selecting proper smooth or detail subimages for wavelet 

synthesis.  Let ][ )(1 jfW −  denote the iteration of the inverse wavelet transform of a 

subimage )( jf  from resolution level j  to level 0 (the level with the original image 

size NM × ).  The restored image shown in Figure 1(b) is the result of 

reconstructing the smooth subimage at resolution level 3, i.e., ][ )3(1
LLfW − , for the 

sandpaper texture shown in Figure 1(a).  Figure 2(d) is obtained from the 

reconstruction of the horizontal and diagonal detail subimages at resolution level 1, 

i.e., ][][ )1(1)1(1
HHLH fWfW −− +  for the oriented texture shown in Figure 2(a). 

 

For statistical textures with isotropic patterns, only the smooth subimage needs 

to be included in the reconstruction process to enhance the defects in the restored 

image.  Figures 1(d) and 1(e) demonstrate that reconstructing detail subimages 

cannot enhance the defect in the restored image, and no defect is detected in the 

corresponding binary image. Reconstructing the smooth subimage can effectively 

highlight the defective regions in the restored image.  It well separates defects from 

the background in the corresponding binary image, as shown in Figures 1(b) and 1 

(c). 
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For structural textures with high directionality, the selective detail subimages, 

which have different direction emphasis from the original oriented pattern, are 

included in the reconstruction process to remove all repetitive, oriented textures.  

Figures 2(d) and 2(e) demonstrate that the restoration from the horizontal and 

diagonal detail subimages can effectively remove all repetitive vertical-line patterns, 

and preserve only the local anomaly.  However, residuals of repetitive lines remain 

in the restored image if the smooth subimage is selected for reconstruction, as seen in 

Figures 2(b) and 2(c). 

 

Too large the number of multiresolution levels causes the fusion effect of 

defects in the restored image, whereas too small the number of multiresolution 

levels cannot sufficiently separate defective regions from the homogeneous texture 

region.  The effect of varying number of multiresolution levels on restoration 

results for a sandpaper texture is demonstrated in Figure 3. 

 

    In our empirical study, we found that orthogonal wavelets generally outperform 

biorthogonal wavelets since biorthogonal wavelets lack of orthogonality properties.  

The choice of orthogonal wavelet bases has only small effects on the detection results.  

However, the longer supports of a wavelet basis may oversmooth the local anomalies, 

and are less computationally efficient.  A shortest support of 2 such as the Haar 

wavelet performs poorly and yields the block effect in the restored image.  

Throughout this paper, the 8-tap Symmlets (S8) [30] is used for wavelet analysis and 

synthesis. 

 

2.2 Automatic Selection of Decomposed Subimages 
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    In this study, we have considered two types of textures: statistical textures with 

isotropic patterns such as sandpaper, and structural textures with oriented patterns 

such as machined surfaces.  Image reconstruction for isotropic patterns is obtained 

from the smooth subimage, whereas image reconstruction for oriented patterns is 

obtained from selective detail subimage(s).  Discrimination between isotropic and 

oriented patterns can be achieved by comparing the energy magnitude in each 

decomposed subimage.  For isotropic patterns, the energy responses in high 

frequency subbands (detail subimages) are not significant.  The energy values in the 

horizontal, vertical and diagonal detail subimages are approximately equally 

distributed.  The main energy is concentrated on the low frequency subband (smooth 

subimage).  The energy response of the smooth subimage of an isotropic texture is 

distinctly larger than that of an oriented texture.  For structural textures with specific 

directional line patterns, the detail subimages that correspond to the line directions in 

the original image have significantly larger energy values than the ones that contain 

no directional information of the original image.  For instance, given a machined 

surface with vertical feedmarks in the image, the vertical detail subimage has 

distinctly larger energy value, compared to the horizontal and diagonal subimages 

which have energy values close to zero. 

 

    In this study, we use the 2l -norm as the energy function to identify dominant 

frequency subbands of a textured pattern.  Let J  be the total number of 

decomposition levels.  The energy of each decomposed subimage is calculated as 

follows: 

The energy of the smooth subimage at level J  is given by  
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where SE  is the normalized energy of the smooth subimage, and HE , VE  and 

DE  are the normalized energies of the horizontal, vertical and diagonal detail 

subimages, respectively.  As aforementioned, the normalized energy SE  of an 

isotropic pattern is significantly larger than that of an oriented pattern.  Let ),(ˆ yxf  

represent a restored image.  We can easily set up a threshold ST  to determine 

whether the smooth subimage should be adopted for reconstruction.  This results in 

the following subimage selection rule. 
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Subimage selection rule I: 

SS
J

LL TEiffWyxf >= − ][),(ˆ )(1   

    For a texture with SS TE < , it is classified as an oriented pattern.  The detail 

subimages with high normalized-energy values ( HE , VE  and/or DE ) contain the 

directional information of the original image, and they should be eliminated in the 

reconstruction process so that the repetitive pattern will not be present in the 

restored image.  Therefore, only the detail subimages with low normalized energy 

values should be included for reconstruction.  For an oriented pattern containing all 

horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions, the three normalized energies HE , VE  

and DE  will have approximately equal magnitudes.  Reconstruction from any 

combination of the three detail subimages cannot remove the repetitive line pattern 

in the image.  In this case, the smooth subimage instead of the detail subimages is 

selected for reconstruction.  This results in the second subimage selection rule 

below. 

Subimage selection rule II: 

Let },,max{max VDH EEED =  
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    In subimage selection rule II, the threshold DT  is used to detect the 

significance of directionality in detail subimages.  If the ratio of a normalized 

energy to maxD  is less than the threshold DT , the corresponding detail subimage 

contains no such directional line in the original image.  It is therefore used for 

reconstruction.  If all three detail subimages have their energy ratios larger than the 

threshold DT , then the original image must contain all three horizontal, vertical and 

diagonal directions, and only the smooth subimage is finally selected for 

reconstruction.  Subimage selection rule II is carried out only if subimage selection 

rule I fails.  Note that the choice of the threshold ST  in subimage selection rule I 

is not at all crucial, because the mechanism of selection rule II allows an isotropic 

texture to use the smooth subimage for reconstruction.  The choice of threshold DT  

is also not crucial because the detail subimage that contains no directional 

information of the original image has distinctly small energy value.  In this study, 

the threshold values of ST  used in selection rule I, and DT  used in selection rule II 

are empirically set at 0.96 and 0.35, respectively, at the third multiresolution level 

( J = 3).  Figure 4 illustrates the detailed flow diagram of the subimage selection 

procedure for image reconstruction. 

 

    Figure 5(a) shows a structural texture with repetitive vertical line pattern.  

Figure 5(b) presents the decomposition result of one multiresolution level, where 

),( '' yxf LL , ),( '' yxf LH , ),( '' yxf HL , and ),( '' yxf HH  are shown in the 

lower-left, upper-left, lower-right and upper-right quadrants, respectively.  It can be 

seen from Figure 5(b) that the vertical detail subimage preserves the vertical edges 

and has relatively large energy value.  Table 1(a) lists the normalized energy of 
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each decomposed subimage in three multiresolution levels.  Note that the 

normalized energies DE  (diagonal subimage) and HE  (horizontal subimage) are 

approximately zero, and VE  (vertical subimage) is distinctly large with respect to 

DE  and HE .  Figure 5(c) shows that the reconstruction from the selected 

horizontal and diagonal subimages sufficiently eliminates all repetitive vertical lines.  

 

    Figure 6(a) shows a statistical texture of sandpaper with coarse grains.  Figure 

6(b) presents its four decomposed subimages at multiresolution level 1, and shows 

that all three high frequency subbands result in uniform images with low gray levels 

(i.e., low wavelet coefficients).  Table 1(b) lists the normalized energy values of all 

decomposed subimages in three resolution levels.  As we can see from Table 1(b), 

HE , VE  and DE  of the horizontal, vertical and diagonal subimages are 

approximately equally distributed.  Since the normalized energy SE  of the 

smooth subimage is sufficiently large, the smooth subimage is selected for 

reconstruction.  Figure 6(c) shows the reconstruction result from the smooth 

subimage at resolution level 3 (i.e., ][ )3(1
LLfW − ).  Figure 7(a) shows a textile fabric.  

The weave pattern of the textile fabric can be visually classified as a structural 

texture with two directions (warp and woof directions).  By analyzing the fabric 

image in the Fourier domain, as seen in Figure 7(b), we found that the textile fabric 

presents four directions: horizontal, vertical, 45o-diagonal and 135o-diagonal.  

Table 1(c) reveals that the energy values HE , VE  and DE  of the three detail 

subimages are similar to one another, and the SE  value of the smooth subimage is 

as high as 0.98 at resolution level 3.  Therefore, the smooth subimage, instead of 

the combination of detail subimages, of the textile fabric is adopted for 

reconstruction.  Figure 7(d) demonstrates the reconstruction result of the textile 

fabric from the smooth subimage at resolution level 3.  
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2.3 Automatic Selection of Multiresolution Levels 

 

    As aforementioned, decomposition of a textured image in its proper resolution 

will effectively eliminate repetitive patterns and highlight the local anomalies.  For 

structural textures with high directionality, the oriented patterns in horizontal, 

vertical and diagonal directions are well separated in the first decomposition level 

(i.e., J = 1).  The repetitively oriented pattern can be immediately removed from 

the reconstruction of detail subimages at resolution level 1.  The larger 

decomposition levels of an image only generate coarser representation of the 

oriented pattern in each of the three detail subimages.  Therefore, the 

reconstruction process for selective detail subimages is only required at resolution 

level 1. 

 

    For statistical textures with isotropic patterns or structural textures containing 

all horizontal, vertical and diagonal orientations, the smooth subimage is used for 

reconstruction.  Therefore, the choice of a proper multiresolution level is crucial for 

the success of background-texture removal.  The larger the number of resolution 

levels is used, the better uniformity of gray levels will be obtained in the restored 

image.  However, too large the number of multiresolution levels will generate the 

fusion effect for the anomalies, and may cause localization error of the detected 

defect.   

     

The choice of a proper number of multiresolution levels is based on the energy 

ratio of detail subimages in two consecutive levels.  Let jD  be the normalized 
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energy sum of the three detail subimages at resolution level j, i.e., 

 EEEED j
d

j
v

j
hj /)( ++=                                     (4)  

and jR  the energy ratio of detail subimages between resolution levels j and j-1, i.e., 
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=
j

j
j D

D
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where maxJ  is the maximum decomposition level.  In practice, the value of maxJ  

is generally no more than 6.  The best number of multiresolution level *J  is 

chosen such that *J
R  is a minimum, i.e.,  

 =*J arg }}{min{ jj
R  

The minimum value of jR  represents that the high frequency components between 

two consecutive decomposition levels are sufficiently separated in terms of marginal 

improvement, and the decomposition process should be stopped.  For 

multiresolution level *Jj < , jR  indicates that some detail (high frequency) 

components still remain in the coarse approximation, and the smooth subimage 

should be further decomposed.  For multiresolution level *Jj > , jR  indicates 

that the high frequency components are over smoothed from its coarse 

approximation, and the reconstruction result from such smooth subimage will cause 

fusion effects for defective textures. 

 

    Figure 8(a) shows the original image of a sandpaper texture, and Figures 8(b)-(f) 

demonstrate the restoration results from the smooth subimage, i.e., ][ )(1 J
LLfW − , at 

resolution levels J = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively.  Table 2 lists the statistics of SE  

(normalized energy of the smooth subimage), jD  (normalized energy sum of three 
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detail subimages) and jR  (energy ratio) at various levels.  It shows that jR  

reaches its minimum at resolution level J = 4 ( 4R  = 1.284).  For multiresolution 

levels J = 1 and 2, the restored images, as shown in Figures 8(b) and 8(c), still 

resemble to their original image (Figure 8(a)), and the regular texture pattern is not 

removed.  The restored image at level 3 (Figure 8(d)) starts to smooth the 

sandpaper texture, and the restored image at level 4 (Figure 8(e)) sufficiently 

removes the regular texture pattern.  Although the restored image at level 5 (Figure 

8(f)) generates the most uniform surface pattern, it may result in fusion effects for 

defective textures in the inspection process. 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

    In this section, we present the experimental results from a variety of structural 

and statistical textures to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed method.  The 

proposed algorithms are implemented on a personal computer.  The images are 256 

×  256 pixels wide with 8-bit gray levels.  Throughout the experiments, all test 

samples used the 8-tap Symmlets (S8) as the wavelet bases, and used the thresholds 

ST  = 0.96 for subimage selection rule I, and DT  = 0.35 for subimage selection rule 

II.  The normalized energies (eqs. (3a)-(3d)) are computed at resolution level 3 (J = 

3).   

 

    In a restored image, the intensity variation in homogeneous regions will be very 

small, whereas the intensity variance of defective regions is distinctly large with 

respect to the entire restored image.  To visualize and localize texture defects in the 

restored image, we use the simple statistical process control limits for distinguishing 
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anomalies from the uniform pattern in the restored image.  The upper and lower 

control limits for intensity variation in the restored image are given by 

 
ff

k ˆˆ δµ ±  

where 
f̂

µ  and 
f̂

δ  are the mean and standard deviation of gray levels in the 

restored image ),(ˆ yxf , and k  is a control constant.  In this paper, we have used 

k  = 3 to follow the typical 3-sigma standard in the statistical process control.  

Pixels in homogeneous regions (within the control limits) and pixels in defective 

regions (outside the control limit) are, respectively, represented by black and white 

intensities so that defects can be observed in the binarized image. 

 

    For structural textures with high directionality, Figure 9(a) shows a defect-free 

machined surface with vertical feedmarks.  It can be seen from Table 3(a) that the 

energy SE  of the smooth subimage at resolution level 3 is lower than the threshold 

ST , and the energy VE  of the vertical detail subimage is distinctly larger than HE  

of the horizontal detail subimage and DE  of the diagonal detail subimage.  

Therefore, the horizontal and diagonal detail subimages at resolution level 1 are 

chosen for reconstruction, i.e., ][][ )1(1)1(1
HHLH fWfW −− + .  Figure 9(b) presents the 

reconstruction result of the defect-free machined surface.  Note that the vertical 

feedmarks are sufficiently removed in the restored image.  Figure 9(c) shows a 

defective version of the machined surface.  Figures 9(d) and 9(e) demonstrate the 

reconstruction and binarization results, respectively, based on the selected detail 

subimages.  It shows that the scratch defect is well detected in the binarized image. 

 

    Figure 10(a) presents a defect-free wood surface with less regular horizontal 

stripes.  Table 3(b) shows that the energy SE  at resolution level 3 is smaller than 

the threshold ST , and the energy HE  is significantly larger than VE  and DE .  
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Therefore, vertical and diagonal detail subimages at resolution level 1 are selected 

for reconstruction, i.e., ][][ )1(1)1(1
HHHL fWfW −− + .  Although the horizontal line 

pattern of the wood surface is not as regular as that of the machined surface, the 

restored image shown in Figure 10(b) has sufficiently eliminated the horizontal 

stripes.  Figure 10(c) presents the wood surface with a wear defect.  The 

reconstruction and binarization results, as seen in Figures 10(d) and 10(e), have 

reliably shown the wear defect on the wood surface. 

 

    For structural textures with multiple directions, Figure 11(a) presents a 

defect-free wool fabric.  Table 4 shows that the energy SE  of the smooth 

subimage at resolution level 3 is as high as 0.98, and the minimum energy ratio jR  

is obtained at resolution level 4 for the fabric sample.  Therefore, the smooth 

subimage at resolution level 4, i.e., ][ )4(1
LLfW − , is selected for reconstruction.  

Figure 12(a) illustrates the defective version of the fabric.  As seen in Figures 

12(b)-(c), the reconstruction result from the smooth subimage at resolution level 4 

reveals that the shedding defects in the fabric is reliably detected. 

 

    For statistical textures, Figure 13(a) shows a defect-free surface of sandpaper 

with fine grains.  As seen in Table 5(a), we found that the energy SE  of the 

smooth image at resolution level 3 is only 0.89, which is lower than the threshold 

ST .  Owing to the extra-fine textured surface of the sandpaper, the high frequency 

subbands also possess significant energy magnitude.  Since the energy values HE , 

VE  and DE  of the three detail subimages are similar to one another, the smooth 

subimage, instead of the detail subimages, is eventually chosen for reconstruction.  

Table 5(b) shows that the energy ratio jR  reaches its minimum at resolution level 3.  
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Figure 13(b) presents the reconstruction result of the defect-free sandpaper using 

][ )3(1
LLfW − .  Figures 13(c) and 13(d) show two defective versions of the fine 

sandpaper, one with a linear defect (scratch) and the other one with a random defect 

(wear).  The reconstruction and binarization results of these two defective 

sandpaper surfaces are shown in Figures 13(e)-(h).  The defects in the surfaces are 

well detected and located from the reconstruction of the smooth subimage at 

resolution level 3.  

 

 In our empirical study, the proposed method has been used to test 8 different 

structural textures that involve 22 images of varied defects, and 6 different statistical 

textures that involve 19 images of varied defects.  The detection results of the 41 

test images from the proposed method are similar to those from manual 

segmentation. 

 

 Figures 14 and 15 further demonstrate two structural textures of bamboo weave 

and wool weave.  Figures 16 and 17 present two statistical textures of cast surface 

and wool material.  The additional texture samples in Figures 15-17 are less regular 

in terms of degrees of periodicity and self-similarity.  The detection results show 

that a highly regular texture such as the bamboo weave pattern in Figure 14 will 

yield high uniform image in the reconstruction.  Less regular textures such as the 

cast and wool surfaces in Figures 15-17 have residuals of background textures in the 

restored images.  However, the resulting binary images, as shown in Figures 15(c), 

16(c) and 17(c), can still effectively identify the defects, although some noisy spots 

appear in the binarized images.  The experimental results have shown that the 

proposed method is well suited for homogeneous textures that contain regular 

patterns.  Its performance will be degraded for irregular textures.  It may fail to 
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detect subtle anomalies in highly irregular textures such as granite surfaces. 

 

 In order to show the effect of changes in illumination, Figures 18(a1) and (a2) 

show, respectively, the underexposed and overexposed versions of the structural 

texture of bamboo weave in Figure 14(a).  In addition, Figures 19(a1) and (a2) 

present the underexposed and overexposed versions of the statistical texture of 

sandpaper in Figure 13(d).  The corresponding detection results, as shown in 

Figures 18 and 19, reveal that the proposed automatic wavelet band selection 

scheme for image reconstruction is insensitive to changes in illumination.  The 

defects are reliably detected for textures under varied illuminations.  Based on the 

experimental results from both structural and statistical textures, the proposed 

method for automatic selection of decomposed subimages and the number of 

multiresolution levels has shown its efficacy to set up the reconstruction process for 

the detection of local defects in homogeneous textures. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

    In this paper, we have successfully proposed an automatic band selection 

procedure that determines the best decomposed subimages and the number of 

multiresolution levels for image reconstruction in the wavelet transform domain.  

Local defects embedded in a homogeneous texture can be effectively detected by 

removing the global repetitive texture pattern in the image.   

 

    The energies of the wavelet coefficients distributed in different frequency 

channels at various decomposition levels provide unique information about texture 

characteristics.  Textures with high-energy response in the smooth subimage ( SE ), 
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or with approximately equal energy values in three detail subimages ( HE , VE  and 

DE ), the smooth subimage is chosen for reconstruction.  The energy ratio jR  

between two consecutive decomposition levels is further used to automatically 

determine the best decomposition level so that the restored image can effectively 

remove repetitive patterns without causing fusion effects in defective textures.  

Oriented textures containing single or two directions possess relatively high-energy 

values in their corresponding detail subimages.  The energy value of the smooth 

subimage is relatively low, and the dominant detail subimage(s) is (are) excluded in 

the reconstruction process.  Oriented textures with significant dominant 

high-frequency channels have their directional patterns well separated in the first 

decomposition level. The non-dominant detail subimage(s) at resolution level 1 is 

(are) therefore used for reconstruction.   

 

The proposed automatic wavelet band selection procedure for image 

reconstruction works successfully for structural and statistical textures with 

homogeneous patterns. The decomposed subimages and the number of 

multiresolution levels determined by the automatic band selection scheme are 

similar to the manual selection results.  The proposed method accomplished in this 

study can alleviate human intervention for defect inspection in homogeneously 

textured images. 
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.  

(a) Original image 

  
(b) (c) 

  
(d) (e) 

 
Figure 1. The effect of selective subimages on image reconstruction for the 

sandpaper with scratch defects: (a) the original image; (b) the restored 
image from the smooth subimage; (c) the binarized image of (b); (d) the 
restored image from the three detail subimages; (e) the binarized image 
of (d). 
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(a) Original image 

  
(b) (c) 

  
(d) (e) 

 
Figure 2. The effect of selective subimages on image reconstruction for the 

line-structured texture with a line defect: (a) the original image; (b) the 
restored image from the smooth subimage; (c) the binarized image of (b); 
(d) the restored image from the horizontal and diagonal detail subimages; 
(e) the binarized image of (d). 
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(a) Original image (b) J=2 

  
(c) J=3 (d) J=4 

  
(e) J=5 (f) J=6 

 
 
Figure 3. The effect of varying number of multiresolution levels on image 

reconstruction: (a) the original sandpaper image with scratch defects; 
(b) – (f) reconstruction results from multiresolution levels J = 2, 3, 4, 5 
and 6, respectively. (The reconstruction is based on the smooth 
subimage with wavelet basis S8.) 
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Figure 4. The procedure for the choice of decomposed subimages. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
 

Figure 5. (a) A texture with vertical line pattern; (b) four decomposed subimages at  
resolution level 1; (c) the restored image from )()( )1(1)1(1

HHLH fWfW −− + . 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
 
Figure 6. (a) The original sandpaper image; (b) four decomposed subimages at 

resolution level 1; (c) the restored image from the smooth subimage at 
resolution level 3. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. (a) The original fabric image; (b) the Fourier spectrum of (a); (c) four 

decomposed subumages at resolution level 1; (d) the restored image from 
the smooth subimage at resolution level 3. 
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(a) J=0 (d) J=3 

  
(b) J=1 (e) J=4 

  
(c) J=2 (f) J=5 

 
 
Figure 8. The reconstruction of a sandpaper texture from the smooth subimage at 

resolution level: (a) J=0 (the original image); (b) J=1; (c) J=2; (d) J=3; (e) 
J=4; (f) J=5. 
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(a) (c) 

  
(b) (d) 

 

 
 (e) 

 
 
Figure 9. Detecting defects in a milled surface: (a) the original image of a 

defect-free surface; (b) the reconstruction result of (a) from the 
horizontal and diagonal detail subimages at resolution level 1; (c) a 
defective version of the milled surface; (d) the reconstruction result of 
(c); (e) the binarized result of (d). 
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(a) (c) 

  
(b) (d) 

 

 
 (e) 

 
 
Figure 10. Detecting the defect in wood: (a) the original image of a defect-free 

surface; (b) the reconstruction result of (a) from the vertical and 
diagonal detail subimages at resolution level 1; (c) a defective version of 
the wood surface; (d) the reconstruction result of (c); (e) the binarized 
result of (d). 
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(a) (b) 

 
 
Figure 11. A defect-free wool fabric: (a) the original image; (b) the reconstruction 

result from the smooth subimage at resolution level 4. 
 
 

  
(a) (b) 

 

 

(c)  
 
 
Figure 12. Detecting the defect in wool: (a) the defective version of the wool fabric 

in Figure 11(a); (b) the reconstruction result from ][ )4(1
LLfW − ; (c) the 

binarized result of (b). 
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(a) (b) 

 

   
(c) (e) (g) 

   
(d) (f) (h) 

   
 
Figure 13. Detecting defects in sandpaper: (a) the original sandpaper image; (b) the 

reconstruction result of (a) from ][ )3(1
LLfW − ; (c) the sandpaper image 

with a scratch defect; (d) the sandpaper image with a wear defect; (e), (f) 
the reconstruction results of (c) and (d); (g), (h) the binarized results of 
(e) and (f). 
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(a) (a) 

  
(b) (b) 

  
(c) (c) 

 
 

 

Figure 14. Detecting the defect in a 
bamboo weave texture: 
(a) a defective surface; (b)
the reconstructed image;
(c) the binarized result of
(b).  

Figure 15. Detecting the defect in a 
wool weave texture: 
(a) a defective surface; (b) 
the reconstructed image; 
(c) the binarized result of 
(b). 
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(a) (a) 

  
(b) (b) 

  
(c) (c) 

 
 

 

Figure 16. Detecting the defect in a 
cast surface: 
(a) a defective surface; (b)
the reconstructed image;
(c) the binarized result of
(b).  

Figure 17. Detecting the defect in a 
wool surface: 
(a) a defective surface;(b) 
the reconstructed image; 
(c) the binarized result of 
(b). 
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(a1) (a2) 

  
(b1) (b2) 

  
(c1) (c2) 

 
 
Figure 18. (a1), (a2) The underexposed and overexposed images of the bamboo 

weave texture shown in Figure 14(a); (b1), (b2) the corresponding 
restored images; (c1), (c2) the resulting binary images of (b1) and (b2), 
respectively.  
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(a1) (a2) 

  
(b1) (b2) 

  
(c1) (c2) 

 
 
Figure 19. (a1), (a2) The underexposed and overexposed images of the sandpaper 

texture shown in Figure 13(d); (b1), (b2) the corresponding restored 
images; (c1), (c2) the resulting binary images of (b1) and (b2), 
respectively.  
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Table 1. Normalized energies of four decomposed subimages at resolution level J=1, 2, 
3: (a) statistics for Figure 5; (b) statistics for Figure 6; (c) statistics for Figure 
7. 

 
(a) 

Smooth subimage Horizontal detail Diagonal detail Vertical detail Resolution level 
SE  HE  DE  VE  

J=1 0.992 4.961E-17 3.843E-19 7.687E-3 
J=2 0.980 1.022E-16 9.773E-19 1.954E-2 
J=3 0.953 1.693E-16 2.311E-18 4.623E-2 

 
(b) 

Smooth subimage Horizontal detail Diagonal detail Vertical detail Resolution level 
SE  HE  DE  VE  

J=1 0.992 4.332E-3 9.986E-4 2.776E-3 
J=2 0.982 8.407E-3 3.177E-3 6.319E-3 
J=3 0.974 1.156E-2 5.116E-3 9.008E-3 

 
(c) 

Smooth subimage Horizontal detail Diagonal detail Vertical detail Resolution level 
SE  HE  DE  VE  

J=1 0.998 1.110E-3 8.691E-5 4.192E-4 
J=2 0.992 3.278E-3 2.884E-3 1.818E-3 
J=3 0.984 6.765E-3 4.478E-3 4.001E-3 
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Table 2. The energy ratios jR  for Figure 8. 

 
Resolution level j EEE j

sS /=  EEEED j
d

j
v

j
hj /)( ++=  1/ −= jjj DDR  

j=1 0.983 0.017 - 
j=2 0.943 0.040 2.383 
j=3 0.877 0.066 1.637 
j=4 0.792 0.085 1.284 
j=5 0.500 0.292 3.446 

 
 

Table 3. Normalized energies of four decomposed subimages: (a) statistics for Figure 
9(a); (b) statistics for Figure 10(a). 

 
(a) 

Smooth subimage Horizontal detail Diagonal detail Vertical detail Resolution level 
SE  HE  DE  VE  

J=1 0.995 1.092E-3 1.290E-4 3.100E-3 
J=2 0.977 2.990E-3 6.149E-4 1.627E-2 
J=3 0.940 5.956E-3 1.128E-3 5.274E-2 

 
(b) 

Smooth subimage Horizontal detail Diagonal detail Vertical detail Resolution level 
SE  HE  DE  VE  

J=1 0.996 2.435E-3 5.058E-4 4.830E-4 
J=2 0.984 1.340E-2 1.214E-3 1.167E-3 
J=3 0.942 4.933E-2 3.952E-3 3.919E-3 
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Table 4. Energy statistics for Figure 11(a): (a) normalized energies of four decomposed 

subimages; (b) energy ratio jR . 

 
(a) 

Smooth subimage Horizontal detail Diagonal detail Vertical detail Resolution level 
SE  HE  DE  VE  

J=1 0.998 3.927E-4 1.261E-4 1.012E-3 
J=2 0.992 1.451E-3 7.839E-4 5.083E-3 
J=3 0.977 3.969E-3 2.279E-3 1.588E-2 

 
(b) 

Resolution level j EEE j
sS /=  EEEED j

d
j

v
j

hj /)( ++=  1/ −= jjj DDR  
j=1 0.998 0.002 - 
j=2 0.992 0.006 3.779 
j=3 0.977 0.015 2.560 
j=4 0.956 0.021 1.478 
j=5 0.854 0.102 4.653 
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Table 5. Energy statistics for Figure 13(a): (a) normalized energies of four 

decomposed subimages; (b) energy ratio jR . 

 
(a) 

Smooth subimage Horizontal detail Diagonal detail Vertical detail Resolution level 
SE  HE  DE  VE  

J=1 0.975 1.264E-2 3.083E-3 9.330E-3 
J=2 0.930 3.251E-2 1.133E-2 2.556E-2 
J=3 0.892 4.840E-2 2.078E-2 3.831E-2 

 
(b) 

Resolution level j EEE j
sS /=  EEEED j

d
j

v
j

hj /)( ++=  1/ −= jjj DDR  
j=1 0.975 0.025 - 
j=2 0.930 0.045 1.770 
j=3 0.892 0.038 0.858 
j=4 0.840 0.052 1.370 
j=5 0.589 0.251 4.807 

 

 


